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More than 65 years 
of experience San Sebastian, Spain

More than 250 
chargers installed

A worldwide 
service network R&D center

> Jema Energy

Jema is a technology company specialized in the design and manufacture of customized energy conversion systems. 

Our engineering services provide turnkey solutions that integrate charging stations, coordinate civil works and 
electrical systems and are rounded out with centralised management solutions and remote monitoring.  

Specialization, flexibility to adapt to each project and our experience are our guarantee.

Jema belongs to the Irizar Group, an industrial group in continues growth with more than 130 years’ history, a solid 
international presence and its own research and development center. The Group is wholly committed to the brand, to 
technology and to sustainability. 



> What will you find in Jema?

More than 65 years of experience in power electronics 
have allowed Jema to know its customers' projects and the 
context around them. 
 
The flexibility and capacity to adapt to each project, as well 
as the proximity to the customers.

   EXPERIENCE, FLEXIBILITY, PROXIMITY

  360º PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The goal of the Jema is to always be at the client's side.  
 
CONSULTANCY: Our solutions are designed and developed accor-
ding to your technical specifications. 
 
PROJECT EXECUTION: Lean Production System into all production 
processes and dedicated test bench for certification tests.

O&M: Jema service is complemented with professional services 
and extended technical assistance.



Jema has developed an after-sales network 
around the 5 continents through local partners 
who guarantee a close service, fast and efficient 
attention.  
 
The after-sales team is made up of professionals 
trained and accredited as official technicians 
by Jema Energy who follow up on the technicial 
team all times. 

    AFTER-SALES SERVICES
Warranty

Jema is 
close to you

Spare parts

Commissioning
Maintenance

Training

Asset 
management

Our expert engineers will consult on your project in order to 
provide the best technical solution and service.

We advise our clients about the ideal technical solution for their 
situation with a detailed explanation of our proposed solution. 

Consequently, our clients have the knowledge they need to make 
decisions and move forward with their project in an interactive 
process that may culminate in providing the system that has been 
defined.

        JEMA'S ENGINEERING



> Solutions for Battery Storage (BESS)

> IBX3 series

> IBX6 series

> BX2 series



> Energy Storage Applications 

> PEAK SHAVING/LOAD SHAVING > FREQUENCY REGULATION

> SPINNING RESERVE

> CAPACITY CONTROL> RAMP RATE CONTROL

> BLACK START

This application is used to reduce electrical power consumption 
during periods of maximum demand on the power utility.

Frequency must be held within tight tolerance bounds, usually 
time response is a very important feature. Usually in PV plants 
the over frequency can be managed but not under frequency. 

Use of storage to mitigate rapid output changes from renewable 
generation due: 

> Wind speed variability affecting wind generation 

> Shading of solar generation due to clouds

The provision of stored energy, or other local generating 
capacity, independent of the grid, to power a cold start of 
a base load generator with its associated ancillary 
systems until it is synchronised to the grid. 

This can be useful during a fault to supply all auxiliaries services 
and remain batteries connected. 

The spinning reserve is the extra generating capacity which is 
available from base load generators to compensate for genera-
tion or transmission outages by turning on, or increasing the 
power output of generators that are already connected to the 
power system. 

The total spinning reserve capacity is typically to 15% to 20% of 
the normal base load. 

Ramp up and ramp down constraint application in renewable 
energy plant. Usually a coupling with ramp up control directly 
by active power limiting of renewable source allows reducing 
battery sizing. 



> Outstanding projects







ATACAMA I, ATACAMA DESERT

In the middle of the Atacama Desert (Chile) we were asked to implement the SPC controller in Jema's two-way 
inverters, both for photovoltaic and energy storage systems (BESS).  
 
The Cerro Dominador plant, located in the Atacama Desert, is a solar thermal tower technology plant with 10,600 
heliostats that concentrate solar radiation on a single point at the top of the tower. The plant is equipped with a 
thermal storage system that enables stable energy supply 24 hours a day and a BESS storage system to provide 
additional auxiliary services to the grid, such as rapid primary backup.  
 
Ultimately, a 12 MW BESS system was required and Jema supplied 50 2 MW PV conversion systems. The IBX3 
range of equipment was integrated into 40 foot containers adapted to the Chilean NTSyCS seismic regulations.  
 
In addition, the containers were equipped with special filters against sand and desert dust and a three-phase UPS 
with half an hour of autonomy was installed to allow the inverters to start up in "blackstart" mode. Once the 
equipment starts up, it is self-powered with the energy generated.  
 
A new project where Jema's flexibility to adapt to the needs of each client made it possible for the ATACAMA I 
project to develop well.  
 

Grid regulation

Black start capability



HENRIETTA, MAURITIUS ISLANDS

As an insular country, Mauritius has no potential for interconnection in the event of an outage or insufficient 
generation capacity. This calls for a high reserve margin in the power sector and well-developed maintenance 
systems to ensure a reliable power supply. 

Today 22 to 23% of the electricity currently produced in Mauritius is from renewable sources. The goal is to reach 
35% by 2025. But energy from sources such as the sun or the wind has the disadvantage of being intermittent, 
hence the need for a storage system. This was the challenge that was presented to us.

As a solution, Jema integrated its IBX3 into 20ft. containers. The integration of batteries was in a second contai-
ner aggregating the fire detection and supression systems, as well as the battery integration. 

Due to the environment and climate of Mauritius Islands, all containers where designed for seismic conditions, 
high humidit corrosion and potential typhoons. 

The energy storage will allow the national electrical grid to accommodate more intermittent renewable energy 
(PV and wind). This is one of the firts steps towards further modernizing and "decarbonizing" the electrical grid 
Mauritius Islands. 

The advantage of a centralized storage solution in substations is that it responds day or night and not only when 
exceeding renewable energy production. 

 Frequency regulation 

Black start capability







The Tonga I project is the first large-scale battery energy storage system to be built at the Popua power 

station and will thus contribute to Tonga's 50% renewable energy target. 

 

Like many island nations, Tonga is driving the shift to renewable energy by adding the Battery Energy 

Storage System (BESS) to its Popua Power Station. For this project Jema will supply 6 IBX3 solar inverters 

integrated in containers. 

To continue the change to renewable energy, Tonga II has been launched. 

For this new project, Jema will be in charge of supplying the IBX6 equipment: a total of 3 IBX6 units of 3 

columns each will be supplied.

 

The IBX inverters will comply with local regulations and the Australian standard AS 4777.2. The IBX3 inver-

ter is a four quadrant system with Statcom mode capability, operating in grid formation or tied grid and fast 

P and Q variation response and black start capability.

TONGA I & II PROJECTS, TONGA

 Frequency regulation 

Black start capability



FLEXITRANSTORE, GREECE

Jema is part of the FLEXITRANSTORE project and is the leader of  WP6. WP6 will design a Battery Storage 

Energy System that will be allocated in Aisimi substation at the Northern Greece. The main expected benefits 

are the power oscillation damping in renewable generation (Inertial response), smoothing the power fluctua-

tions in the WPP due to the unpredictable of the wind-source (Predictive algorithms) and the demonstration 

of the convenience of the power firming in WPP.

FLEXITRANSTORE will transform the European Power System through interventions that target the whole 

Energy Value Chain

    
   
 Strategic objectives: 

 1.- To enhance and accelerate the integration of renewablesinto European energy systems, especially   
  addressing imbalances.

 2.- To increase cross border electricity flows across Europe

   JEMA participates in demonstration project of integration of a 2 MWh BESS in wind power plant in Northern       
  Greece.







Jema is leading a smart Micro-grid project in Spain.

The scope of the project is to create an interoperable micro-grid based on the IEEE 802.3 standard 

with the goal of developing a more efficient and trustworthy electrical grid to improve the quality and 

safety of power supply that meets the requirements of the digital age. The smart micro-grid integrates 

different distributed renewable generators, a micro-generator, solar converter and fuel cell and storage 

technologies, super-capacitors, a fly wheel and a lithium-ion battery.

iSARE, SPAIN



The difficulty of maintaining grid stability on islands like France's Martinique means that government 

agencies are increasingly turning to renewable energy and grid stabilisation systems. 

Martinique has more than 380,000 inhabitants who will benefit from a stable and constant electricity 

network even when there are very high consumption peaks. 

For the PV Madi project, Jema has supplied a total of 12 smart, bidirectional inverters with a grid 

regulation system that allows the energy supply to be met throughout the day. Of the 12 inverters 

supplied, 10 correspond to the IBX3 range and 2 to the IBX2 range.

MADI, MARTINIQUE

 Peak shaving/

load shaving





> More references           

NASA -
 Robledo de Chavela (Spain)

> 3x 1.18MW

> 3x1300kVA Frequency converters at 
60Hz to the network.

> Two sets of batteries per converter; 
Rectifier and IGBT (back-to-back topology)

> Isolation and / or in parallel with the 
operations of diesel generators

> Requirements for high availability and 
high reliability.

Atacama I -
Atacama Desert (Chile)

> 100 MW: 50 x SI - 2000 Integral Solution

> 12 MW: 12 x SI - 2000B BESS

> Generation, coupling and grid connection 
mode: dynamic voltage control by means 
of setpoints; Constant reactive energy 
exchange Constant Cos Fi; Remote con-
trol of active/reactive power (day/night)

> 6 2MWn loaders/extractors

> 6 Lithium-Ion battery containers

> Common inverter power unit

> Inversor bidireccional IBX3-1050 de 1 
MW de potencia AC

> Gestión inteligente del pico de deman-
da: el inversor inyecta energía a la reda la 

hora punta de consumo

> Sistema de monitorización en línea

> Carga y descarga de la batería

> Puesta en marcha del sistema

> Asistencia técnica

Oaxaca -
 Mexico



Henrietta Project- 
Mauritius Island

> 4 MW: 2 x SI - 2000B BESS

> Supply of 2 PCS and integration of 
batteries in 20 feet containers for two 

substations. 

> Response time <20ms

> System redundancy (separate columns)

> Air conditioning redundancy

> Fire detection and extinguishing system

Tonga I & Tonga II Projects - 
Tonga

> Tonga I:  6 x IBX3 1429 inverters

> Tonga II: 3 x IBX6 3c bidirectional 
inverters 

> Droop control

Madi Project - 
Martinique, France

> 13 MW

> 10 x IBX3 1429 BESS

Kiwi Project- 
New Caledonia 

> 3 MW

> 2 x IBX3 1429 BESS



> More references           

Mauritius Island Project - 
Mauritius Island

> 14 MW

> 14 x IBX3 integrated into a container

> Battery integration

> Spare parts

Rodrigues Project -
Mauritius Island

> 1,5 MW

> 2 Integral Solutions

> 2 x IBX3 integrated into a container

> Spare parts

iSARE -
 San Sebastian (Spain)

"Bi-directional generation system that allows the 
distribution of energy from renewable sources 
through digital technology from suppliers to con-
sumers. Energy saving, cost reduction, flexibility." 

> Smart-Grid 450 kW

> Distributed generation systems.

> Technology for active load management

> Monitoring and control of the flow of 

control systems

> Electric vehicle 







Jema, writing the future



JEMA Energy S.A.
Paseo del Circuito 10
20160 Lasarte-Oria, Gipuzkoa, Spain
Tel. +34 943 376 400
Fax. +34 943 371 279
Email: jema@jemaenergy.com

JEMA Energy México
Av. Las Misiones, 13 3ª Etapa
Parque Industrial Bernardo Quintana
Municipio El Marqués 76249 Querétaro, México
Tel. +55 442 238 25 00 
Email: jema.mexico@jemaenergy.com

JEMA Energy USA LLC
6701 Koll center Pkwy., Suite 250
Pleasanton, CA 94566, USA
Tel. +1 (415) 518-6349
Email: jema.usa@jemaenergy.com

JEMA Energy Brasil
Rodovia Marechal Rondon Km 252,5 
CEP: 18607-810 Botucatu SP, Brasil 
Tel. +55 14 38118000 2371
Email: jema.brasil@jemaenergy.com

 Tef. +34 943 376 400     email: jema@jemaenergy.com    www.jemaenergy.com
                                      


